his right arm hides almost all traces of the wound in his stomach that (as is implied by the position of the dagger) was self-inflicted. In a dark background space defined by the bedpost behind the man's head, two further persons can be made out whose reactions to what they see are divided between deep grief and hectic attempts at the man's rescue. In terms of composition, the artist has carefully focused the beholder's attention on the head of the man by combining the painting's oblong format with the almost indiscrete close-up effects of the lifted curtain, the theatrical lighting and the various diagonals indicated by the blade, the open book, and the movements of the two persons in the dark background.
According to his earliest biographers, Charles Le Brun (1619-1690) painted this picture in Lyon, where he spent some time on his return from a three year stay in Italy.2 Nothing is known about the person who com-
